ALUMINUM - OUTSWING

HEADER, FRAME LOCATION, TRIM AND CEILING DETAILS PER ARCHITECT

SECONDARY FIXING LOCATION

 PRIMARY FIXING LOCATION

13/16" [21] ALLOW FOR INSTALL AND 1/8" UPWARD CROWN IN DOOR HEAD SECTION

FRAME ROUGH OPENING

PANEL HEIGHT

FRAME HEIGHT

SWING DIRECTION

INTERIOR

FRAME ROUGH OPENING

FRAME HEIGHT

PANEL HEIGHT

EXTERIOR

FRAME ROUGH OPENING

1/8 " UPWARD CROWN IN DOOR HEAD SECTION

LOCKING BOLT LOCATED IN FINISHED FLOOR. HOLE IN FLOOR TO BE DRILLED BY INSTALLER

FINISHED FLOOR

SUB FLOOR

CLEAR OPENING

NET SCREEN HEIGHT

SCREEN ROUGH OPENING

1 1/8" [28]

1 3/8" [34]

1 3/8" [34]

2 3/4" [70]

15/16" [24]

2 15/16" [74]

8 1/4" [209]

1 1/8" [28]

2 1/4" [56]

1 15/16" [49]

1 1/8" [28]